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PREFACE
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The Committee for Co-ordination of Joint Prospecting for Mineral Resources in South
Pacific Offshore Areas (CCOP/SOPAC) and the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Com-
mission (lOC) in convening this IDOE Workshop mandated the development of a scientific
work programme to focus on:

(a) the regional geology and tectonic framework of the oceanic-island arc-continental
margins of the South-west Pacific: and

(b) the occurrence, mode of formation and environmental factors of manganese nodule
deposits, hot brines, and metalliferous sediments in the South-west Pacific.

Accordingly, it was the express purpose of the Workshop, so convened, to develop a
programme of scientific research and to define research goals, formulate research projects,
and make recommendations for implementation and co-ordination. The programme should
lead to a regional synthesis and to a greatly increased knowledge of the resource potential
of the South Pacific region.

SUMMARY REPORT

1. Opening of the Meeting Lands and Mineral Resources. A list of participants
. is included as Annex II.

The meeting was opened by HIS Excellency the
Minister of Lands and Mineral Resources, Mr
Sakeasi N. Waganivavalagi (the opening address IS 2. Election of officers and adoption of the agenda
included as Annex Ill). Dr Hans Martin Schmid, Mr J. W. Brodie was unanimously elected to serve
Regional UNDP Representative for the South Pacific, as Chairman and Mr R. W. Murphy as Rapporteur
welcomed the group on behalf of UNDP. The Deputy for plenary meetings. Ad hoc groups, which were
Secretary of the IOC, Dr Gunter Giermann, then selected on 3 September, elected their own Chairmen
welcomed the group in the name of both the and Rapporteurs. The agenda was adopted (Annex
Director-General of Unesco and the Secretary of IOC. 1).
Additional greetings were made by Dr Philip Kyaw
Myi~t, Officer in Charge of the Miner~l Resources 3. General Review presentations b invited lecturers
Section of ESCAP on behalf of Executive Secretary and y,
of ESCAP, and Mr D. A. P. Muller, Chairman of 4_ Specific geological problems and research interests
,CCOP/SOPAC. All of the last-named speakers
thanked the Government of Fiji for hosting the Twenty papers were read in the first two days of
Workshop. The opening session was chaired by the the Workshop reviewing the state of knowledge of
Honorary Chairman His Excellency the Minister of the geology of the South Pacific region. These papers,
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which served as the platform upon which the 6. Organizarional arrangements and recommenda-
deliberations of the ad hoc committee were founded, tions for co-ordination and implementation of future
may be classified into three categories: work

(1) Regional syntheses and area reports. Th d' . d thi it t d' the. . . e ISCUSSlonsun er IS I em are repea e In
(2) Topical dISCUSSIons. general recommendations which are attached as
(3) Manganese nodules, metallogenesis, and Annex IV. Concerning potential co-operating institu-

metalliferous sediments of the deep ocean tions, the following contributions were made:
basins. Dr G. Friedrich declared the existence of suitable

The list of papers is included as Annex VI. research personnel and facilities at several German
Selected papers are expected to be published as a institutions and suggested the possibility of their
CCOP /SOPAC Technical Bulletin in 1976. participation in the programmes of field research.

Dr J. Hawkins expressed confidence that the
scientific staff at Scripps Institution of Oceanography

? N~ed. for further work and plans for future would look favourably upon the opportunity to par-
investiganons ticipate in the programme; both in terms of personnel
Three ad hoc committees (Annex VII) formed the and in terms of committing an oceanographic research
basic working units of the Workshop: vessel, given the necessary funding.

. I . . . I Dr J. Andrews likewise stated that there could be
I. Committee on prob ems associated with margma . t h H .. I' f G hvsi .

and inter-arc basins: in e~e~t a.t t.e awan nstrtute 0 eop ysics In
Chairman: Dr W. Bullerwell. participation In the programme. .
Rapporteur: Dr J. W. Hawkins. ~r D. Cronan suggested that Imperial College ?f

. SCIence and Technology, London IS Interested In
2. Com.mlttee on convergent areas: undertaking geochemical investigations on sedimen-

Chairman: Dr C. A. Burk.. tary samples relating to the programme.
Rapporteur: Dr H. L. Davies, Dr J. Andrews advised that the investigators of the

3. Committee on manganese nodules: NSF-I DOE Manganese Nodule Project would be
Chairman: Dr J. E. Andrews. interested in participating in the studies of South
Rapporteur: Dr G. P. Glasby. Pacific nodules.

The two days consumed in deliberations resulted in Drs G. Packham and D. Falvey said that the
the formulation of the Recommendations (Annex University of Sydney in conjunction with other
I V) and Programme of Research (Annex V). Australian Universities would participate in pro-

The following projects are recommended for grammes to the extent of available personnel and
earliest attention because, in addition to their scien- equipment. Compilation of data could be co-ordinated
tific merit, they are felt to be capable of early through Dr Packham's IGCP working group. Finan-
implementation. cial support would be required.

Dr Creighton Burk advised that the Texas Marine
Committee 1 (MarginaL Seas and Basins) Science Institute is interested in participating in all

Field Project 1-1: Active Basins: Study of the Lau aspects of the programme and specifically would
Basin. contribute personnel and equipment for the seismicity

Field Project 1-2: Active Basins: Study of the North project.
Fiji Basin. Dr Peter Dehlinger advised that the University of

Field Project 1-3: Active Basins: Study of the Bis- Connecticut Marine Sciences Institute is willing to
marck, Solomon, and Wood lark Basins. participate in the marine geophysics programme to

Field Project 1-4: Inactive Basins: Geophysical studies the extent of providing personnel and equipment.
in the Coral Sea, including multi-channel reflec- Mr J. C. Mutter indicated the existence of suit-
tien profiling. able research personnel and facilities at the Austra-

lian Bureau of Mineral Resources and suggested the
Committee 2 (Convergent Areas) possibility of participation in some of the programmes.

Field Project 2-4: Melanesian Borderland. The ORSTOM is interested in participating in'
Field Project 2-5: Evolution of the Fiji Platform. m?ny asp~cts of. the. progr~mme and in particular
Special Project 2-2: Energy and Seismicity. will cont~l?ute sC.lentl.ficequipment and personnel to,
Compilation Project 2-1: Regional data and syntheses. the seisrrucity project 111 the framework of the French

National Programme.
Committee 3 (Metalliicrous Sea FLoor Deposits)

Compilation Project 3-14: Compilation of existing 7. Adoption of the summary report, the recom-
data on manganese nodules. mendations and the programme of research

Compilatio.n Proje.ct. 3-13: Compilation of sediment The Workshop adopted the final report, the recom-
. analY~ls of existing samples. mendations and the programme of research, the group-

FIeld Project 3-4: Manganese nodules: Marquesas expressed its sincere thanks to CCOP/SOPAC and
. Fract~re zone transect. IOC for jointly sponsoring the mOE Workshop, in

FIeld Project 3-3: Manganese nodules: Cook Islands particular to IOC for providing the necessary finan-
- Tuamotu transect. cial support which enabled participation of a broad
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cross section of the international scientific com- able efforts of the Organizing Committee, the group
munity. In taking note of the contribution of the especially thanked Drs P. J. Coleman (Regional
host Government, the group thanked the Govern- Geology) and G. P. Glasby (Manganese Nodules and
ment of Fiji for providing the facilities and per- Metalliferous Sediments) and Mr R. N. Richmond
sonnel which contributed immeasurably to the sue- (Host Country Arrangements) for the excellent plan-
cess of the workshop. The meeting also commended ning and preparations for the Workshop.
the plenary Chairman, Mr James Brodie, and
Rapporteur, Mr Richard Murphy, for their invaluable
contribution to the Workshop and. particula.r\y praised 8. Closure of the meeting
the work of the ad hoc Committee Chairmen and
Rapporteurs in focusing deliberations and synthesis- The meeting was closed at noon on Saturday, 6
ing discussions. Finally, in recognizing the consider- September 1975.

ANNEX I

AGENDA

1 Opening of the meeting. 6 Organizational arrangements and recommenda-

2 EI' f ffi d d . f d tions for co-ordination and implementation of
ecuon 0 0 rcers an a option 0 agen a. future work.

3 General review presentations by invited lecturers. 7 Ad' f h h
option 0 t e summary report, t e recom-

4 Specific geological problems and research interests. mendations and the programme of research.

5 Need for further work and plans for future 8 Closure of the meeting.
investigations.
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ANNEX III

OPENING ADDRESS

His Excellency the Minister of Lands and Mineral Resources
Mr Sakeasi N. Waganivavalagi

On behalf of the Government of Fiji, I extend realizing our new found hope of exploiting the
to you our very warm welcome. It is indeed our resources of the ocean. This workshop may make yet
rare privilege to welcome such eminent men and another tangible contribution towards that goal.
women of science to our shores. It was in 1972, shortly after our independence,

You have travelled great distances from all parts that the inaugural conference of CCOP/SOPAC was
of the world to participate in the International held in Suva. This first IDOE workshop in the South
Decade of Ocean Exploration (IDOE) Workshop, Pacific, is a realization of a hope of those who
jointly sponsored by the Commission for Co- initiated the formation of CCOP/SOPAC.
ordination of Offshore Prospecting for Mineral The member countries of CCOP/SOPAC are far
Resources in South Pacific Offshore Areas - removed from the traditional centres of intense and
conveniently abbreviated CCOP /SOPAC - and the advanced oceanic research. For this reason, and the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC). fact that the majority of our members are develop-
This gathering augurs well for the future of inter- ing countries of the Third World, choice of priori-
national co-operation in exploring and exploiting the ties for developments have, of necessity, been con-
resources of the ocean. fined to less capital intensive and fundamental areas

Exploration and exploitation of the resources of of development. It is paradoxical that although the
the sea are not only capital-intensive, but they require ocean has played a fundamental role in the lives of
a very high level of scientific skill and technology. the people of the Pacific, and it has been the most
Although our island homes are surrounded by vast dominant feature of our environment, we have not
stretches of the Pacific, some of us have little hope been. able to either diversify much beyond our tradi-
of harvesting the resources of the sea without inter- tional patterns of exploitation of the resources of the
national and regional co-operation because of the ocean, or, intensify the exploitation of the resources
inadequacies of both capital and expertise. Your which were the objects of our traditional preoccupa-
contribution in formulating the fundamental strate- tion with the sea.
gies for the projects with which CCOP/SOPAC will Perhaps the last quarter of the 20th century would
be involved during the international decade of ocean be a phase of rapid technological advance. In this
exploration, might prove to be the catalyst for more prospect is inherent a painful dilemma for the coun-
intensive activity in oceanic exploration in the South tries of the Third World. The prospects of bridging
Pacific. the ever-widening disparity of wealth and technology

For small island nations in the Pacific, the ocean are becoming increasingly illusive. How will it be
has been the source of livelihood and natural high- possible for us to satisfy the quest for the fruits of
way to the world beyond their shores. It has been the modern technological age when even the most
the key element in our economic, social and political fundamental development aspirations of the Third
evolution. The international decade of ocean explora- World are frustrated by the phenomenal costs of
tion is, therefore, of special significance to us. depleting energy resources? - the threat of competing

Since Darwin, man's chief preoccupation has been claims of rich nations whose capacity for consump-
the wresting of the secrets of earth's evolutionary tion of those resources are ever-increasing and we
history from the ocean. Recent scientific advances are powerless to restrain? - the threat of pollution of
have added a new dimension to our expectations our environment and the traditional sources of our
from the sea. In the face of depleting land-based food supply by nuclear explosion and release of lethal
resources, the future of life on this earth may depend substances in our environment in the relentless pur-
on the success of scientific endeavours aimed at suit of power?
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Faced with such harsh realities, it is little wonder are willing to co-operate with the Government to
that some of us in the developing world have come ensure that any adverse environmental impact will
to view "the giant stride" taken in the name of be minimized. We believe that our policies are
mankind with a degree of scepticism. We are now in conducive to the promotion of independent pros-
an age when man is advancing beyond the confines pectors to take an interest in Fiji. This is evidenced
of terrestrial search for wealth and power, and he by the fact that about 11 large companies are actively
is venturing forth into the vast world of space in exploring for porphyry copper in our island arc
the hope of yet greater technological superiority, and environment, and two mining taxation agreements
probably greater wealth and tactical supremacy. have been signed with companies which have reached
When some of us in developing countries reflect advanced stages of exploration.
upon the history of centuries of frustration, and see Two oil exploration licences are still current. One
around us how nations have been manipulated in in Bligh water, to the north of Viti Levu, and one
the process of their scramble for that elusive bone to the east of Viti Levu. Both companies have carried
of economic fulfilment, it is little wonder that the out detailed .geophysical surveys over the past few
most well meaning gestures of would-be benefactors years, and it is hoped that they will be able to carry
are viewed with some suspicion. out some drilling in the coming year, for we know

Somewhat chastened by those adversities, some of that it is only by drilling that you can prove the
us in the Third World are now looking at our pros- existence of an oil reservoir. We believe that if oil
pects with considerable trepidations. However, it and gas can be shown to exist in Indonesia, Japan,
was the cumulative force of these adverse experi- the South China Sea and Tonga, then there are
ences which led us to seek in international forums, hopes that oil and gas can be shown to exist in Fiji
the proper definition of our territorial sea boundaries, waters as well. I know that your deliberations will
so that we may exploit the legacy of our own environ- be along similar lines and hope that you will throw
ment. These beliefs have guided us into forming some light on such prospects in the South Pacific.
regional and international organizations to tackle the While the oil companies are busy with their own
world's pressing problems in a spirit of co-operation. exploration programmes, our mineral resources
I can think of no other more erudite group of people division is also busy with the collection of marine
than an international gathering of scientists, to put data, and with the reinterpretation of oil company
in a plea for greater co-operation and understanding data to enhance and increase our knowledge and
in bringing the fruits of modern technological socierv understanding of the marine environment. We realize
to the shores of the Pacific. there is still much to be learnt on the occurrence

I will nnw briefly outline for you the progress we and distribution of manganese nodules, and of phos-
have made in offshore exploration. The International phorites and other marine deposits in economic
Decade of Ocean Exploration was launched in 1970 quantities, and that special emphasis will have to be
the year in which Fiji became an independent placed on these studies.
dominion within the Commonwealth. By then we had Let us now have a brief look at what is happening
already granted special prospecting licences to mining in the other South Pacific Islands. Most of the islands
companies for the exploration of offshore magnetite of the SOPAC countries are very small in size
sands, and oil. The granting of mineral prospecting although large in numbers. Like Fiji, they are heavily
licences, both inland and offshore, is governed by dependent on commodities such as copra for their
our Mining Act and the granting of oil exploration livelihood. Over the past few years the enormous
licences is governed by an establishment agreement, fluctuations in the price of copra makes it a some-
which largely updates our oil mines act but all oil what unstable source of income. As time goes on,
exploration licences have to be approved by the and populations grow, land resources are bound to
Government in the first instance. The policy of our become even more scarce, and reliability on copra
Government has always been to encourage mineral industry will become even more precarious in these
and oil exploration in Fiji. As a developing country little islands. Progressively they will have to become
with virtually complete reliance on commodities, more and more reliant on the resources of the seas
particularly sugar, for our foreign exchange earnings, for their livelihood and their existence. They will not
we have pinned some of our hopes on mineral only have to depend on marine resources for their
exploitation to lend much needed impetus to our nourishment, but also perhaps for their power, water
development programme. Fiji is no exception to the needs, and minerals for their foreign exchange earn-
common restraints caused by dearth of local exper- ings. If this hypothesis is accepted as a future proba-
tise and capital, but in spite of these shortcomings bility, then there is an urgent need to ensure that
we believe that we can still have mineral explora- the Law of the Sea Conference is successful in safe-
tion in Fiji. To make this possible, our legislation guarding their claims for control of marine resources
is suitably flexible, and our guarantees adequate to over areas of reasonable national jurisdiction. You
attract potential investors into the country. When we will be aware that Fiji itself has been strongly advo-
grant an exploration licence, there is also an implicit eating the archipelago baseline principle, as a means
guarantee that an exploitation right will be granted of defining the extent of our jurisdiction of our
at the appropriate time, provided, of course, the Island areas.
companies are able to convince us that they have The vast ocean area covered by the SOPAC
the necessary means to mine any area, and that they countries is relatively unexplored. Most of the work
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carried out in the South Pacific to date has been which would help, not only the South Pacific coun-
carried out by American Universities. With the tries to realize their aspirations, but also the scien-
limitations of finance, expertise and other priorities, tific community, in better understanding the complex
it is unlikely that the developing South Pacific coun- tectonic forces which make up our earth.
tries will be able to carry out their own exploration Ladies and Gentlemen, I hope that you will find
programmes by the next decade. We will have to sufficient time from your serious preoccupations of
continue to rely on the expertise, ocean going capa- the workshop, to see and enjoy nature's more
bilities, and funding by other institutions, to enable aesthetic attributes around our coastline and the
us to carry out a proper inventory of our marine delights of our city. Unfortunately I cannot recom-
resources. mend anything more exciting in the way of an oil

It is because no one country can afford to carry prospect than the mysterious seepage of oil in our
out a full offshore programme, and because we industrial Walu Bay area. Our geological capability
realize that we cannot afford to wait a decade or so was put to test during the seepage but I must con-
to do so, that we have joined together in CCOP / fess we failed to find the source of the leakage. I
SOPAC to explore the oceans as a joint programme. must warn you that the Mayor of Suva may seek
CCOP /SOPAC will have to rely on United Nations your assistance once he gets to know that an eminent
funding and institutions of other advanced countries group of geologists are meeting at the Tradewinds
and shiptime support, to get the programme under- Hotel.
way. The aid of the IOC in providing this workshop May I once again wish you every success in the
is a start to this programme, and we hope that it serious deliberations ahead.
will lead to a number of operational programmes

ANNEX IV

RECOMMENDA nONS

The CCOP /SOPAC-IOC IDOE Workshop puts the attention of other intergovernmental and non-
forward the recommendations that follow with the governmental organizations, such as IGCP, CMG of
objective of promoting national programmes and lUGS, ICG, and all international and national insti-
regional studies in geo-sciences, of which one of the tutions, laboratories and scientists interested in the
major outcomes will be an enhanced ability to make region, inviting them to consider the programme, and
resource assessments that can contribute to economic to make it known to the Secretaries in which pro-
developments within the South Pacific region. ject (s) they wish to co-operate, keeping in mind

The joint CCOP/SOPAC-IOC IDOE Workshop on that the programme is a preliminary one which
Geology, Mineral Resources, and Geophysics of the should be periodically updated; and that the Secre-
South Pacific: taries of CCOP/SOPAC and IOC develop particu-

larly close co-operation with IGCP, CMG and ICG;

(1) Recom~nends that the Chairman of the Work- (4) Recommends that the IOC Assembly consider
shop transmit for approval the Summary Report of . .. h" h fi ld f
h W k h . I di d ti d th providing assistance to ( e region m t e re s 0

t e or s op me u ing recommen a Ions an e ., . I di
R h P hi h h b dId b data and information exchange, inc u mg arrange-esearc rogramme w IC as een eve ope y . . I d
h W k h h . f th CCOP/ ments for collection, storage, retneva, an assess-

t e or sop, to ( e next sessIOn 0 e . f . . . h
SOPAC t b h ld i H' 8-17 S t b 1975 ment; and draws the attention 0 participants in t e

, 0 e e m oruara, ep em er, b oroi h d . bili f t ki t .d th S t flOC f brni t th researc projects to t e esira I ity 0 a mg par inan to. . e ec~e ary 0 or su .mlsslOn 0 e such arran ements:
Commission at Its next Assembly seSSIOn, to be held g,
in Unesco Headquarters, 20 October-4 November (5) Recommends that the Division of Marine
1975; Sciences of Unesco, the IOC, CCOP/SOPAC and

ESCAP give assistance in the fields of training,
(2) Recommends that CCOP/SOPAC take active education and mutual assistance to the countries in
measures to explore ways and means of implement- the region which need this urgently to build up their
ing the Research Programme and to develop appro- infrastructure; that countries having sophisticated
priate capabilities within the Technical Secretariat equipment and manpower make this available to
to enable full and active participation in all aspects countries in the region, if so required; and that
of the Research Programme; governments of countries which have inadequate

geological services and institutions give higher
(3) Recommends that the Secretaries of CCOP / priority to the establishment and extension of such
SO PAC and IOC bring the Research Programme to services and institutions;
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(6) Recommends that the Technical Secretariat of (8) Recommends that the Technical Secretariat of
CCOP/SOPAC contact appropriate overseas and local CCOP/SOPAC, on behalf of the Workshop, trans-
universities to establish joint educational programmes mit proposals for deep dri1l holes which have been
in earth sciences; that the joint programmes be formulated in the framework of the programme, to
worked out to the mutual satisfaction of all parties the appropriate panels of the International Programme
but that the programme take a form which incor- of Ocean DriIling (lPOD);
porates the following elements:
(a) The degree candidate does resident study at (9) R~comm~,!ds that governments of countrie.s in

b th d 1 I' tit I" the region facilitate the conduct of the field projects
o an overseas an a oca InS 1 U IOn; through adequate provision of visas, clearances, logis-

(b) The degree field project be within the South tic support, etc.'
Pacific region and oriented toward the scien- '
tific and economic needs of the region; (10) Recommends that the sponsoring bodies of the

(c) The candidate have dissertation advisers from programme, CCOP/SOPAC and its parent organiza-
both the local and the overseas universities and tion ESCAP, and the IOC and Unesco, as well as
that necessary travel funds for dissertation national institutions a.nd !oundations, consider giving
advisers be made available from appropriate support for, the publication of the results from the
funding organizations, above exercises:

(7) Recommends that institutions which sponsor (11) Recommends that the sponsoring bodies
geological and geophysical research in the South CCOP/SOPAC and lac schedule, at 'an appropriate
Pacific provide opportunities for scientists from other time, a review of scientific work accomplished aris-
institutions, particularly those in the region, to enable ing from the recommendations and specific projects
them to participate fully in these research projects for this Workshop; this review preferably as a
on board research vessels and in the relevant land- symposium-workshop to take place no sooner than
based institutions; J 978 but no later than 1980,

ANNEX V (1)

PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH

Report of Committee I: Problems associated with marginal and inter-arc basins

INTRODUCTION a major role in the initial transport and concentration
of certain metallic elements of economic importance.

The South-west Pacific rim is characterized by the The extensional phase of marginal basins may, in
presence of numerous marginal and inter-arc basins some instances, be succeeded by a collapse phase.
some of which are partly bounded by active con- This could either involve thrusting of marginal basin
vergence zones. The CCOP /SOPAC region, in par- crust an to land (obduction) or its underthrusting
ticular, affords excellent examples of both active and beneath a new arc (subduction). The latter implies
inactive basins which are eminently suitable for a recycling of marginal basin crust, and reconcen-
studies directed towards an understanding of their trati.on~loca~ly to ore gr~d~-of certain metals. Such
origin and evolution. A major objective of this pro- a situation IS today strikingly represented by the
posed programme of study is to increase our under- Solomons - New Hebrides region. Young, active
standing of the geological and geophysical properties marginal basins offer the best opportunities to study
of these basins' to determine similarities or differ- unaltered basaltic crust, to look for brine or metal-
ences in their origin and evolution, and to evaluate liferous mud accumulations and to map geophysical
their economic resource potential. data such as heat flow and magnetic lineations.

Marginal and inter-arc basins are also potential
Our current understanding of marginal or inter- traps for arc or continent-derived sediment which in

arc basin suggests that at least some of them are view of the thermal fluxes typical of active basins
formed by upwelling of fractional melts of mantle may provide potentially favourable sites for the
material. Thus they entail fundamental magma leaks accumulation and maturation of hydrocarbons. Other
which: like oceanic spreading centres, act as m,ajor basins may have formed by rifting in areas lacking
conduits for the upward transfer of mantle-derived vulcanism or high thermal flux in the adjoining areas.
material. Thus, these are also primary features in the Studies are needed of both relatively older but still
process of crustal generation and consequently play active basins as well as those which are inactive in
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order to evaluate the tectonic and sedimentary his- programme would involve approximately eight cruise
tories of rocks which are potential sources and reser- legs each one about a month long. In terms of
voirs for hydrocarbons. Studies of actively growing economy of ship operation this would best be accom-
basins and their margins may lead to the develop- plished as a single major expedition. Concurrent
ment of models relating changes in lithofacies distri- work on both metallogenesis and the convergent
bution and in thermal regimes to stages in the evolu- margin programme would be included, and the whole
tion of the basins. These models should prove useful CCOP/SOPAC expedition would probably involve
to petroleum exploration in regions bounding older approximately 12 to 14 months of ship operations. An
marginal basins where thick sedimentary sequences important part of the field programme is the partici-
.and high thermal fluxes in early stages of their pat ion of personnel from CCOP/SOPAC countries
evolution have provided environments favourable as co-investigators and as trainees both in marine
for the formation, accumulation and maturation of operations aboard ship and in subsequent data reduc-
hydrocarbons. tion and interpretation.

The marginal and inter-arc basins are important
features on the South-west rim of the present Pacific
Ocean. It seems probable that they existed on the
margins of ocean basins in the past. It is important FIELD PROJECTS
to know their chemical .and P?ysical properties. in The field projects are directed towards the study
·ord.er to under~tand their o:lgln and t<;>recognize of both active and inactive basins. There are at least
thell: remnants In the. o~ogeUic belts of Isla~ds and four actively spreading basins in the region-Lau,
continents. So~e ophlO.llte. belts may contain frag- North Fiji (Fiji Plateau-see map Annex VillA),
ments of marginal basin lithosphere and some of W dl k d Bi k '1 bl d h
h I· h d basal sedi f hi lite suit 00 ar an Bismarck. Avai a e ata suggest t att e meta -ennc e asa se irnents 0 op 10 I e SUIes I h h II h

h f d I k . h . I a t oug a s are a common feature-namely themay ave orme at magma ea s In t e margma II' f .. .
basins. The origin of many of these basins seems upwe mg 0 ba.sa.ltlc matenal. to form ~ew oceanic

b I I I d t th I t crust-they exhibit marked differences m terms ofto e c ose y re ate 0 epa e convergence pro- .. . . .
hi h h teri . IdS d' '11 f tectonic setting and mode of ongin. Proposed studies

'Cesses.w IC c arac .enze ISan ~rcs. tu res Wl.o of inactive basins include the Coral Sea and a
necessity b.e closely In.tegrated with proposed studies transect across the Lord Howe Rise to the Tonga
dealing .wlth the active convergence. zones of the Kermadec Ridge crossing the New Caledonia, Nor-
Melanesian Border land and the fOSSIl convergence f lk d S th F'" B .

f h F" PI f I ddi . h . 0 an ou IJI asms,zones. 0 t e. IJI ?t arm: n a inon, t e active The Committee proposes the following projects:
marginal basin studies Will complement the pro-
posed metallogenetic studies directed towards under-
-standing the origin of metalliferous sediments. Active basins

OUTLINE OF PROPOSED STUDIES Field Project 1-1: Active Basins:
Study of the Lau Basin

The proposed studies may be divided into four Th LB' h b h bi f . .hases: . e au asm as een teo ject 0 intensive
p . . . study and is fairly well known in terms of its bathy-

(I) Data search and compilation. metry, the geophysical properties of its crust and
(2) Field programme. deeper mantle, and the petrology of its crustal rocks.
(3) Data reduction evaluation and synthesis There are models to explain its origin which are

.' . .' . based on the proximity of the Tonga Trench sub-
(4) Preparation of final report and dissemination. duction zone and on mantle counter-flow which is
An extensive data search probably is not neces- postulated in the deep mantle beneath the basin.

sary as much of it already exists in data banks at Critical data required include a gravity survey and
'Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Hawaii Insti- an upper mantle deep crustal seismic refraction study
tute of Geophysics, Lamont-Doherty Geological using sonobuoys and ocean bottom seismometers.
Observatory, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, These surveys should also include additional heat flow
New Zealand Oceanographic Institute, Australian studies to broaden the data base for thermal model-
Bureau of Mineral Resources, ORSTOM, CNEXO ling and to look for possible areas of hydrothermal
and the Fiji Mineral Resources Division. It is also circulation, together with conventional seismic reflec-
assumed that relevant oil company data would be tion profiling. Additional rock and sediment samples
available for inspection. are needed especially on the margins of the basin

Compilation of these data and pre-cruise planning close to the Lau and Tonga Ridges. Selected areas
might involve from 6 months to one year lead time on the Lau and Tonga Ridges need to be studied in
prior to the cruise. The international aspect of the order to compare surface exposures of rocks on the
programme would require one or more pre-cruise islands with the offshore units. The basin also seems
planning meetings of principal investigators, cruise well enough known to justify using the SIO Deep
chief scientists and participants from CCOP jSOPAC Tow instrument to study ridge morphology and to
'Countries. Except for the longer-term Lord Howe make near-bottom magnetic surveys. Three one-month
Rise-s-Kermadec Rise transect, the proposed field cruises are planned for the Lau Basin.
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Field Project 1-2: Active Basins:
Study of the North Fiji Basin

The North Fiji Basin is an extremely important
feature which acts as an area of dilation between
opposing convergent zones, the Tonga and New
Hebrides trenches. The opposing trenches are
separated by transform fault boundaries which are
postulated to form the north and south margins of
the active basin. In as much as the Lau Basin is
spreading slowly (approximately 1 cm/yr half rate)
the North Fiji Basin must have a much more rapid
rate of opening (approximately 4.5 cm/yr half rate)
to maintain the observed geometric and kinematic
configuration between the trenches. It is important
to note that while the Lau Basin is situated above
a deep Benioff Zone (250-350 km) , there is no such
relationship for the central part of the North Fiji
Basin. Maximum depths for the New Hebrides Benioff
Zone are about 350 km but these deep focus earth-
quakes lie well to the west of the mapped and pos-
tulated spreading centres of the basin. Knowledge of
the geology of the basin and the available data is
sufficient to permit framing of tectonic hypotheses for
future testing. It is proposed to conduct an extensive
survey in the area between 13-22°S and 170-176°E in
which continuous bathymetric, magnetic, seismic
reflection and gravity profiles will be made. Rock
dredging, sediment sampling and heat flow measure-
ments will be made at suitable sites. Crustal refrac-
tion data will also be needed. Two one-month cruises
are planned.

Field Project 1-3: Active Basins:
Study of the Bismarck, Solomon, and

Woodlark Basins
These three small basins lie in a complex region

of small plates as revealed by the seismicity. The
Bismarck Basin has been surveyed extensively, there
are excellent earthquake data to help recognize plate
boundaries and a kinematic model based on magnetic
anomaly data as well as the earthquake, gravity and
bathymetric data has been proposed. Heat flow and
petrologic data are needed and some additional
magnetic lines are needed to test this model.

Preliminary geophysical data and petrologic data
exist for the Woodlark Basin and a model for its
geometry and origin has been proposed. More mag-
netic data are needed to test this model. The Solomon
Basin is not well enough studied yet to allow
development of a model for its origin. It is proposed
that all three basins be studied concurrently and,
because of their close proximity to the western end
of the Melanesian Border study, the work should
be closely integrated with the island arc study pro-
gramme. These basins are critical to our proposed
study because they offer an opportunity to compare
basins having different ages of lithosphere and sedi-
ment cover and to compare the effects of their sub-
duction, and the subduction of an active marginal
basin ridge, under the adjacent (Solomon) island
arc. The Solomon Basin Plate is being consumed in
the Solomon Trench and the 3 m year old porphyry

copper deposit at Panguna on Bougainville lies above
this subduction zone. The active spreading centre in
the Woodlark Basin is being consumed in the sub-
duction zone beneath the New Georgia group and
immediately above it occurs high temperature hydro-
thermal activity and sub-ore grade copper deposits.

Knowledge of these basins is also critical to an
understanding of the tectonic features which lie to
the southwest. The Solomon Basin needs to be con-
sidered in terms of its possible tectonic relationships
to the onshore geology of the Papuan ultramafic
belt and to be tied in with existing oil company data
on Papua-New Guinea and the adjoining shelf. The
kinematic history of the Woodlark Basin is important
to an understanding of the regional tectonic frame-
work especially in the area towards the east Coral
Sea and towards the Pocklington Trough which
may be an abandoned trench. The Bismarck-
Solomon - Woodlark Basins area surveys would
require two one-month cruises.

Inactive basins
Field Project 1-4: Inactive Basins:

Geophysical studies in the Coral Sea including
multichannel reflection profiling.

The Coral Sea is fairly well mapped in terms of
bathymetry, magnetic profiling, seismic refraction
profiling and seismic reflection profiling. In addition,
there are 2 DSDP holes in the basin and another
one on the nearby Queensland Plateau. The basin
originated in Eocene time and has accumulated up to
1 km of sedimentary fill. Nearly half of this is
Miocene and younger. There has been an extensive
survey of the shallow southern margin (Queensland
Plateau) and northern margin (Papuan Plateau) of
the Coral Sea Basin by BMR and it is proposed to
extend this survey into the deep ocean basin itself
and to the basin's deeply submerged eastern margin.

The major goal for the Coral Sea Basin programmes
is to map its basement structure by reflection profil-
ing, additional magnetic profiling and sonobuoy
crustal refraction. Because of the thick and opaque
sediment cover on the basin margins (in excess of
1 km and possibly up to 4 or 5 km) there is the
strongest justification for using multichannel seismic
equipment and digital processing of the data. In
contrast to the presently active basins described
above, the Coral Sea Basin may be due to rifting
apart of older crust leaving" Atlantic margin" type
boundaries. There is no indication that the basin
formed behind a volcanic arc or was located above
a subduction zone. If it was formed by rifting, there
should be symmetric distribution of rifts and tilted
fault blocks on both the southwest (Queensland)
and northeast (Papua New Guinea) sides of the
basin. Rift valley structures of this type of upper
Cretaceous to Paleocene age may prove to be favour-
able hydrocarbon reservoirs and source materials as
do rocks in a similar tectonic setting on the Austra-
lian northwest shelf and would be of potential
economic importance in this area too. A one-month
cruise is needed in the Coral Sea Basin.
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Field Project ]-5: Inactive Basins: northern part of the basin has rough basement topo-
Lord Howe Rise - Kermadec Tonga Ridge Transect graphy draped with what is interpreted as Eocene

Th . volcanogenic sediments. The troughs have been
e transect fro~ the Lord Howe RIse to t~e filled with Miocene volcanogenic sediments derived

Ker.madec Tong~ Ridge crosses the New. Caledonia from the Lau Ridge. In the southern part of the
Basin, N<;>rfolkRidge, ~orther.n Norfolk Basm:.!-,oya~ty basin the sediment has been derived from New Zea-
Island ~Idge, Three K~ngs Rise, the South FIJI Basin, land. The crest of the Lau Ridge has been largely
L~u Ridge, Lau Basin, ~nd. the Kermadec-Ton.ga built of Miocene volcanic rocks and sediments. The
Ridge. The survey area will Im~ on the west wl~h Tonga Ridge is similar and has Eocene basement
the BMR survex of ~he Australian shelf and will exposed on 'Eua. The Lau Basin has been discussed
co~er an area m which 3 DSDP ~oles have be:n previously. This transect crosses the Lau Basin at
drilled: ~~e on. the ~ord Howe Rise and two m its junction with the Havre Basin, its southern
South FIJI Basin. This proposal complements .the counterpart.
proposed lPOD transect. A full range of geophysical . . .
profiling and geological sampling techniques will be '!hls broad .transect would .make It possible. to
applied, together with heat flow determinations. build .up a regional understanding of the successl~e

The Lord Howe Rise is a mid-basin platform inter- accretions ~hat have occurred on the ea~tern margm
preted as a fragment of continental crust rifted from of the Indian Plate. A spectrum of basin types and
Eastern Australia during the late Cretaceous- n:orphology i.s intersected as. well as a .variety of
Palaeocene Tasman Sea opening. The New Cale- ndg:s bounding them. The ridges c~mpnse an old
donia Basin is a long, narrow feature with thick continental block, a fold belt and an Island ar~ co~-
sedimentary fill. It may have been formed at about plex: The !ransect also enables us to ex~mme m
the same time as the Tasman Sea. A DSDP hole was detail the rifted contacts between the marginal seas
drilled at its southern end. The Norfolk Ridge links and b~ocks of adjacent thicker crust. The study of
New Caledonia and New Zealand, having folded the Oli.gocene, converge.nt plate boun~al'Y o~ the Nor-
late Palaeozoic to mid Mesozoic sediments as its folk Ridge will shed light on the kinematics of the
basement. In both of the areas of outcrop on the region an.d in. general som.e of the processes of
ridge there is evidence for obduction of sea floor in crustal thickening m orogenic zones.
Oligocene. This strongly suggests that the Pacific- The rifted continental blocks (Lord Howe Rise
Indian plate boundary was located here for a time and Norfolk Ridge) in the area are future potential
during the Oligocene. The Norfolk Basin, the Loyalty targets for hydrocarbon exploration. The under-
Island Ridge and the Three Kings Rise are features standing of these structures afforded by this transect
whose nature and genesis are poorly understood. The would permit an evaluation of this potential.
South Fiji Basin is a piece of oceanic crust accreted Initially the investigations would involve a four-
onto the present Indian plate during Eocene to month programme of underway seismic, gravity and
Oligocene time. Some north-south magnetic lineations magnetic observations along lengthy traverses plus
have been recognized in the eastern portion of the heat flow determinations, coring and rock dredging.
basin, but no kinematic model has been proposed After a preliminary assessment of the data, a series
for its formation. Cases can be made for either of more detailed surveys would be made during a
symmetrical or asymmetrical sea floor spreading. The second phase of investigations.

ANNEX V (2)

PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH

Report of Committee 2: Convergent margins

INTRODUCTION to be unique to the South Pacific are as follows.
We do not now know enough about the South A unique opportunity is available to study the

Pacific to do more than recognize its importance in composition and deformation of inner trench walls
solving many fundamental problems about the which are not obscured by a prism of accreted sedi-
evolution of the Earth. We do not yet have enough ments. The sharp boundaries between the volcanic
detailed data to actually solve these problems. We arcs and adjacent marginal seas are also uniquely
believe that continued, carefully directed and co- developed in the South Pacific. One of the largest
ordinated studies will not only enhance our basic transform boundaries is also present in this region-
understanding of the earth's evolution, but will also the "Melanesian Borderland"-extending from New
provide a basis for evaluating the future economic Guinea eastward to the Tonga Trench. This com-
potential of the South Pacific - including both plex zone has close relationships to active exposed
mineral and petroleum resources as well as potential oceanic crust, active and ancient subduction, major
for geothermal development and prediction of earth- ore deposits, hydrothermal occurrences and petroleum
quakes and tsunamis. The aspects which we consider and geothermal potential.
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The abundant seismic activity of the South Pacific
provides the opportunity to study spatial and tem-
poral variations in Benioff zones. This is fundamental
to the concept of plate tectonics, and may allow us
to make the next major advancement in tectonic
understanding. The seismicity also provides the oppor-
tunity to study the nature of more local deforma-
tion as well as possible prediction of destructive
earthquakes, volcanism and tsunamis.

The compressional tectonics of convergent zones
has been described at length, but the South Pacific
offers the opportunity also to study the related and
poorly known vertical tectonics. The possible signi-
ficance of fundamental longitudinal fractures is also
apparent; not only as they may result from crustal
convergence, but also as they may have controlled it.

Apparent ancient convergent zones, such as the
Fiji-Lau trend, are also known, offering opportunities
for studying the spatial and temporal evolution of
cenvergent areas. The very important problem of the
tectonic emplacement of oceanic crust ("ophiolites")
onto non-oceanic crust can also be studied broadly
and in detail in the South Pacific.

Petroleum occurrences are known in both active
and inactive convergent zones. Petroleum seepages
are known in the South Pacific (e.g. Tonga), and
several exploration wells have been drilled through-
out the region. Mineral occurrences include porphyry
copper ore deposits and prospects, volcanogenic vein-
type and stratiform base metal deposits, gold and
manganese vein mineralization, gold placers, magne-
tite beach sands, bauxite deposits and lateritic nickel.
An improved understanding of the regional geology
and geological history will serve to stimulate and
increase the effectiveness of mineral and petroleum
exploration efforts.

PROJECTS

With the preceding considerations in mind we
recommend that a group of basic projects be under-
taken in the South Pacific. We have divided these
into categories:
(I) Compilation Projects (Regional Data and Syn-

theses Projects) , which basically require
encouragement and centralized focus;

(2) Special Projects, which initially will be under-
taken as part of the Field Projects, but which
are important enough to require special recog-
nition, and;

(3) Field Projects, which may require co-ordinated
and concerted efforts. Only the first two in this
category turned out to be entirely newly pro-
prosed; the other two recognize and support
the importance of present or planned pro-
grammes.

Of the two new studies, only the first
(Melanesian Borderland, p. 44) requires major
new and continued funding. The second (Fiji
Platform, p, 45) will require assimilating and
supplementing existing data on a more moder-
ate basis. The third (Tonga-Lau, p. 46) and

the fourth (Terminus of Kermadec Trench,
p. 47) generally require only the support of
existing or new programmes.

Compilation Projects

Compilation Project 2-1:
Regional data and syntheses

We consider each of the following topics to be
critical to proper regional study of the South Pacific.
Each inherently involves four stages of development:
(I) Cellection of available data,
(2) Obtaining new data from available rock or

other collections,
(3) Obtaining new collections for new data, and
(4) Analysis and dissemination of the synthesis in

whatever form is most appropriate.
We recommend in each instance that the CCOP/

SOPAC Technical Secretariat recognize and invite
appropriate institutions, groups or individuals to see
that the objectives of these programmes are accom-
plished.

Data distribution (Ship tracks, maps and charts):
It is obviously important to know the location and
nature of existing data and compilations throughout
this region. Compilations of marine data have already
been made at several oceanographic institutions,
showing tracks of all academic and institutional ship
cruises and the nature of the geophysical data
collected, as well as the location of bottom samples.
Similar information from private companies should
also be added. We believe this can be done without
difficulty.

Maps should also be prepared to show the location
of published maps and charts of geology, geophysics,
bathymetry and all other data pertinent to an under-
standing of the geology of this region.

Bathymetry: Accurate bathymetric maps are funda-
mental for all regional and local studies. It is pro-
posed that existing information be compiled and con-
toured at a scale of 1:5000000, to serve as a base
map for regional compilation and planning. (The
South-west Quadrant map already being compiled
for the Circum-Pacific Map Project could be adopted
for this purpose.) The map should be updated as
mere information becomes available, and should be
augmented by the preparation of more detailed maps
at standard scales (1: I COO 000; 1:250 000) in areas
of special interest.

Provenance of basic reeks: This project seeks to
develop criteria fer distinguishing basalts of the ocean
floor, ocean islands, marginal basin floor and
island arc volcanoes. Application of these criteria to
South-west Pacific islands is essential to any regional
synthesis and will complement attempts to genetic-
ally classify mineral occurrences (see below).

In the first place, chemical and mineralogical
characteristics of basalts from known sources will
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be established. This will involve the compilation of South Pacific: one regarding seismicity and one
existing data followed by further sampling and relating to ophiolites. We expect that the initial
analysis. Having established criteria, these will be objective will be carried out as an inherent part of
given practical application in problem areas such various field projects, but the results should then
as 'Eua (Tonga). Malaita (Solomons), and Pente- be applied elsewhere in the South Pacific.
cost (New Hebrides).

Mineral occurrences: A compilation of metalliferous Special Project 2-2:
occurrences and their geological setting would provide Energy release and seismicity
a basis for the classification of these occurrences,. . .
point to areas where further exploration is warranted The proje.ct see~s to undertake a senes of Inter-
and form a framework for further research into the related studl7s ~hlch have as a common the~le the
spatial and temporal relationships between mineraliza- releas.e of seismic ~nd heat energy. Such studies ~re
tion, volcanism and arc developments. esp~clally .app.ropnate In the South-wes.t Pacific

This compilation would largely derive from exist- region,. WhIC~1IS <:meof the most active seisrruc and
ing publications and files of government and industry, volcanic regions m the world.
but may involve. further il~vestigation of any mineral Benefits: In terms of immediate human benefits the
~·.ccurrences . W~llCh are inadequately .known '. The project will seek to accelerate and expand current
initial. compilation would ?e made publicly avaJla?le efforts in earthquake and volcanic prediction, includ-
as quickly as possible With a view to stimulating ing the tsunami warning system, and to accelerate
exploration. investigation and development of geothermal power.
Sedimentary basins: The areal distribution of sed i- Sci.elltific studies include studies of mineralizing
ments in the region is important to the occurrence sclutlon~ In present-day thermal areas, accurate
of petroleum and certain other mineral resources. delineation cf magma ch.ambers and of the stt..uct~re
Obviously, a knowledge of the age, thickness and and geometry of ~he Benioff Zone, and detern~InatlOn
distribution of sediments is critical to interpreting cf accurate location of feci and focal solutions.
the geological history Gf the South Pacific region. W k t b d

Broad, general maps showing the thickness and or 0 e one:
di t ib ti f di t basi th h t th (I) Geothermal measurements would be undertakenIS n u IOn 0 se imen ary aSInS roug ou e .

. b '1 d ith littl diff It f th to locate new areas of potential geothermal powerregion can e cornpi e WI I e I ICU Y rom e. .
I . I d tid II t d' th . I f both on Islands and at sea. This work would be angeop IYSlca a a a rea y co ec e m e region. . . .

sediments less than I km thick above acoustic base- 7xtenslOn of exrsung and planned .work ?~ selected
t limi t d tl t k Id t b diff It islands, as Efate Island, New Hebrides, FIJI, and themen are ~ In~Ina.e, re a.s wou no e. I ICU Solomon Islands.

and the distribution of basins would be obvIOUS.
This also meets part of the objectives of the (2) Earthquake and volcanic prediction. This

Circum-Pacific Mapping Project, and the results would requires the installation of an array of sensitive high-
appear on the South-west quadrant of that series. frequency seismcmeters on selected islands and on

the ocean bottom, and also of tiltmeters to measure
Paleomag/1(~tism: Paleo~agnetic studies permit. the ground tilt, tide gauges and bench marks to deter-
reconstruction of the history of movement (linear mine secular changes in elevation, strain meters and
or rotational) of any body of magnetic rock. They masnctometers.
are thus an essential tool in establishing the tectonic ~.. .. .
evolution of the region, which is, in turn, vital infer- (3) Seismicity. stu?les a~ong Benl~fI Zone~. The
marion for mineral and petroleum exploration. So~th-west Pacific IS. an Ideal location for mvesn-

A programme of work is required which encom- gatmg the cor:figura.tlcn ar:d fine structure of these
passes systematic studies of existing data, as well as zones, down to th~lr maximum depths .. A network
obtaining new data. The value of the data will be of ~cean bottom seismometer (OBS) ~tatlons. sho~ld
enhanced by accurate age control by radiometric and b~ Install.ed along. selected trenches In conjunction
paleontologic methods (as noted below). With. stations on Island~ a~d trenc~ slopes. These

studies should also provide information on the loca-
Radiometric dating: Probably the greatest single tion of magma chambers, their sizes and possible
obstacle to full understanding of the geological migrations. At the smaller scale, it should be possible
evolution of the region, and hence of its mineral and to use dense OBS and landstation networks to study
petroleum potential, is the sparsity of accurate age the smaller fractures which may be either associated
information. It is proposed that this problem be with or independent of magma chambers; the OBS
resolved by the compilation of all existing data and stations would also be used in conjunction with
by the selected collection of new data. New K/ AI' marine crustal refraction surveys.
dating equipment and personnel may be needed in
the region. Ties with other work and existing projects: The

proposed work would be closely tied in with the
Special Projects field projects of the Melanesian Borderland, the Fiji

Platform, the Lau-Tonga Transect, the Kermadec
There are two projects which we consider to be Terminus, and the various basin projects in this

of unique importance to convergent zones in the overall programme.
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Some work is being conducted jointly on predicting
earthquakes in the New Hebrides by the Cornell
University Group and the ORSTOM. Also, the
Bureau of Mineral Resources (Canberra) is studying
volcanic eruptions in the New Britain area.

Earthquake prediction in parts of the U.S.A.,
Japan, China and the USSR has been a high-priority
programme for some years and has met with con-
siderable success. Because of high seismicity in the
South-west Pacific, a large prediction programme
could be established.

Recommendations: The CCOP/SOPAC Technical
Secretariat should set up a group of specialists
promptly to develop the details of specific pro-
grammes relating to energy release, in particular
with regard to prediction and seismicity studies.

The work now underway in the area should be
expanded at the earliest possible time. Important
results may be anticipated within a few years of
initiation of the programme.

Special Project 2-3:
Ophiolite recognition and tectonics

Benefits: As known carriers of nickel, chromium,
copper and platinum ores, the oceanic ophiolite suite
needs recognition wherever possible. In addition, an
understanding of the tectonic environments in which
ophiolites have been emplaced may make it possible
to define or even predict areas in the South-west
Pacific that are suitable for intensive prospecting for
this metalliferous oceanic suite.

Work to be done:
(1) Detailed field and geophysical studies to deter-
mine relationships between members of the ophiolite
suite and their mode of emplacement (including
gravity, magnetic, refraction, and structural and
stratigraphic mapping).
(2) Petrological studies of the rocks and associated
ore deposits in terms of mineral chemistry, petro-
graphic and petrofabric characteristics and major
trace element and isotope studies.
(3) Age determinations of all members of the
ophiolite assemblage and associated ores to deter-
mine ocean crust age, origin of the ores, the timing
of tectonic events, and correlation between various
South-west Pacific ophiolites.
(4) Evaluation of the economic potential of each
ophiolite mass in terms of primary concentrations
of metals in both the igneous and sedimentary mem-
bers, or in terms of secondary reconcentration caused
by the process of emplacement.
(5) Comparison of South-west Pacific ophiolites
with other described examples which have also
originated as obducted slabs, as island arc crust, as
intruded solid slivers, or within marginal basins, or
from known ocean floor sites.

Ties with other projects: Similar projects are known
for North Auckland, New Caledonia and Papua-
New Guinea as major investigations on obducted

sheets, and for solid intrusions in New Caledonia.
In particular, the New Caledonia work needs addi-
tional facilities for close-inshore geophysical surveys
(magnetic, seismic, gravity) in shallow water inside
the Great Reef. Other smaller projects are proceeding
in the Solomons and New Hebrides on presumed
ophiolite occurrences, but all of these projects need
to be expanded, collated and assessed.

This ophiolite project is an essential part of the
proposed Melanesian Borderland study. Results from
that area could be extrapolated to ophiolite occur-
rences elsewhere in the South-west Pacific.

Recommendation: It is recommended that CCOP/
SO PAC assemble a group of specialists who should
define precisely the parameters for recognition of
ophiolite suites and their tectonic settings, and to
define specific field programmes.

Field Projects

Field Project 2-4:
Melanesian Borderland

The Melanesian Borderland denotes the Bismarck
Archipelago, Bougainville, the Solomon Islands, the
Santa Cruz Group, and the en-echelon-disposed sub-
marine horsts and grabens from Santa Cruz east
to the termination of the Tonga Trench. Considered
as a broad swath, it is the boundary between Pacific
and Indo-Australian plates. It is a region of great
complexity on large and small scale.

Within the project are examples of complex frac-
ture systems on large and small scale, anomalous
arc features (e.g. Solomon Islands), zones of puzzling
seismicity, supposed subduction zones lacking sub-
duction products, supposed arc reversals, chaotic
bathymetry, disrupted old plate boundaries, unusual
"ophiolite" occurrences, and other aspects worthy of
individual study.

Benefits to be derived:
(1) Petroleum. The project area already has been a
target for petroleum exploration and drilling. Signi-
ficant new information may encourage further indus-
try exploration.
(2) Minerals. The Panguna mine and the presence
of other geologically similar intrusions mark the
region as an important porphyry copper province.
Systematic prospecting has identified onshore and
offshore gold, bauxite, massive sulfides, lateritic
nickel, chromite, manganese, rare earth, asbestos,
and magnetite deposits. Interpretation of regional
and local tectonics will guide future exploration.
(3) Geothermal energy. High heat flow areas may
provide a viable domestic alternative to imported
energy sources.
(4) Earthquake and volcano eruption prediction.
Prediction studies are well advanced elsewhere in the
world and their local application is important to
this seismically and volcanically active region.
(5) Survey co-operation and technical training. The
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project requires co-operation from the existing geo-
logical surveys at least of five South Pacific coun-
tries or territories. It will provide stimulus and train-
ing for their personnel in scientifically important
and sophisticated programmes.
(6) Scientific results. The manifest scientific bene-
fits which will accrue from this project (see Intro-
duction) are coincidental and complementary to the
aims of economic development.

Work to be done:
(1) Collate and review existmg marine and land
geological and geophysical data and so pinpoint and
allot priorities to specific areas and aspects.
(2) Seismically define existing fault zones and plate
boundaries by accurately locating earthquake foci
and systematically determining focal mechanism
'solutions.
(3) Prepare a detailed bathymetric map of the
region, concentrating on the Santa Cruz Island to
Samoa sector.
(4) Geophysical work:
(a) In the Santa Cruz Island to Samoa sector

obtain detailed gravity, heat flow, magnetic and
reflection data. Obtain refraction profiles
parallel and perpendicular to the plate bound-
ary.

(b) North-west of this sector, obtain above data to
fill in gaps in existing data, e.g. gravity to the
north of Bougainville. Where possible, reflec-
tion profiles should be continued sufficiently
close to shore to permit correlation with exist-
ing studies of on-land strata.

{c) Obtain refraction and gravity data to assess
submarine extensions of the Papua-New Guinea
ophiolites.

(5) Investigate magma characteristics in this
tectonic environment by obtaining comprehensive
geochemical data for all recent volcanic centres (e.g.
Choiseul, Solomon Island), from islands, seamounts
and sea floor between Santa Cruz and Niuafo'ou
Island, from the sea floor north and south of the
Vitiaz Trench, and from older portions of exposed
islands.
(6) Relate chemical and structural characteristics

of ore deposits within the region to the foregoing
data.

Ties with other projects:
(1) Data collation and plate boundary definition
are partially being done now by external institutions
and by an IGCP project based at Sydney University.
(2) Other proposed projects with high relevance
include the Fiji Platform, Lau Basin, North Fiji
Basin, and Woodlark Basin Field Projects, and the
basalt provenance, radiometric dating, and ore and
ophiolite syntheses projects.

Time-frame: Present activities within the area should
continue for at least a few years. With speedy and
persistent implementation of the project, significant

results at the disciplinary level will come forth
within a year. After three years a preliminary syn-
thesis should be possible. Final syntheses should
emerge in 5 to 7 years.
Recommendations: It is urged that every effort be
made to fund every aspect of the project which is
intensely inter-disciplinary and the aspects of which
are interlocking. It also is urged that CCOP/SOPAC
establish a working group as soon as possible to define
practical details and logistics of the project.

Field Project 2-5:
Evolution of the Fiji Platform

Benefits: Provides an excellent opportunity to study
rotational tectonics and to further the understanding
of the development of convergent arc systems by
viewing such a system in an intermediate stage, and
to help resolve part of the evolutionary history of
the area between the New Hebrides and Tonga
Trenches.

Several examples of Kuroko, massive sulphides,
and porphyry types of mineralization as well as
manganese, bauxite, and phosphate occurrences are
known to exist in the islands. Petroleum explora-
tion is already underway in various parts of the Fiji
Platform. From the project, the prediction of the
locus of economic concentration of metal sulphides
and hydrocarbons associated with the convergent
arc systems should be possible. The project may
also help in the exploration of the land and offshore
geothermal potential of the area.
Work to be done:
(I) Seismicity: Data available are mostly deep-
focus earthquake studies by the Lamont-Cornell
groups, and shallow-focus earthquakes north of the
Great Sea Reefs and off south-eastern Viti Levu.
Shallow earthquake studies are needed on the Fiji
Platform and Rotuma, including first-motion studies,
to determine whether areas are still detectably active;
to determine the locus of possible ancient subduction
zones and to search for data to check possible rota-
tional movement.
(2) Seismic Refraction: Data available are only
sparse reconnaissance sonobuoy refraction lines.
Detailed refraction data are needed, including tied
refraction studies between Viti Levu and Vanua Levu,
Vanua Levu and Lau, Viti Levu and the Yasawa
Islands, and on the Great Sea Reef. These data will
determine crustal structure between the islands,
define the major WNW fault inferred from magnetic
data and determine basement characteristics in Great
Sea Reef.
(3) Bathymetry and Seismic Reflection: Fairly
detailed data are available in Bligh Water and
Western Koro Sea. Gaps yet to be covered are south
in Viti Levu, north and east of Vanua Levu, and
around Yasawas and Lau-Koro Sea. Such work will
increase knowledge of platform and basement struc-
ture and possible control of basement and platform
development and may locate potential trap structures
for hydrocarbons.
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(4) Gravity and magnetics: Aeromagnetic coverage
with line spacing from 1 mile over land to 30 miles
over sea now exists. Some gravity stations exist on
Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, together with a few
traverses across the islands. A detailed NW-SE
aeromagnetic regional survey is needed and more
detailed gravity surveys on islands and Great Sea
Reef. Indications of crustal and basement structure
will be greatly improved by these data.

(5) Paleomagnetics and Radiometric age dating:
About 12 paleomagnetic analyses are available but
with poor age data. Detailed sampling of all types
and ages of rocks is needed, including K/ Ar dating.
These studies are obviously critical to determine
temporal migration and rotational movements.

(6) Heat Flow: Three heat flow measurements in
drill holes are available, and some measurements of
temperatures in thermal springs. Added measurements
in offshore areas adjacent to onshore geothermal
spring localities are needed to determine the thermal
history and regime of the area and possible relation
to hydrocarbon development.

(7) Associated magmatism and metallogensis:
There is some published evidence of island arc
volcanic suites, but more detailed work, with atten-
tion to different bodies, and to compositional varia-
tions of multiple intrusions are needed, with con-
comitant laboratory studies (metallographic). This
should help to establish the relationship between
composition of volcanic suites and tectonic setting:
to establish the locus of ancient arcs and spatial
relationships with present platforms and to deter-
mine sulphide mineral association with compositional
varieties of plutonic or volcanic rocks.

(8) Geological: Fairly good 1:50 000 geological
maps of most islands have been published but com-
pletion of geological mapping of Lau and Kandavu
is important. Geomorphological studies are needed,
and reinterpretation of ,geological units and structures
in light of geophysical data should be done.

(9) Drilling: Deep holes to basement are needed
on Great Sea Reef and Lau Ridge, and also in
basin areas (these may have to be by encouragement
to private companies to complete drilling down to
the basement in some cases).

Ties with other objectives and projects, and time
frame: Study the evolution of an arc system through
time. The area is partly subaerial and partly sub-
merged, but the submerged portion is within probing
reach of geophysical tools, and very good geological
maps are already available.

The evolution of the Fiji Platform is intimately
tied with the evolution of the Tonga and New
Hebrides Trench systems. Thus the study is associated
with the Melanesian Borderlands Study and the
Energy Release and Earthquakes Project. Some parts
of the project could begin immediately and should
be fully operational within 18 months, with signifi-
cant results available in 2 years. A regional synthesis
should be possible in 5 years.

Recommendations: The CCOP/SOPAC Technical
Secretariat should invite expert scientists mutually
and promptly to define details of the programme.
All details of this project, except for those specified
for private organization, should be funded fully.

Field Project 2-6:
Tonga-Lau Transect

Benefits: Important parts of the new objectives des-
cribed in the Introduction can be studied only in
this project. Ultramafic and mafic rocks which may
be ophiolites have been dredged from the inner wall
en the Tonga Trench. These may represent exposed
oceanic crust, and their position suggests that these
basement rocks are not obscured by a wedge of
accreted sediments, as is the case in most convergent
zones of the world. Careful drilling into this inner
trench wall would teach us much about the com-
position and structure of this important geological
feature.

Similarly, drilling into the crust of the Tonga
Ridge would determine the age and composition
of the basement in this region. Two wells have been
drilled for petroleum exploration into the sediments
on this ridge, but the character and age of the base-
ment are still unknown.

Sampling of acoustic basement on the Lau Ridge,
a presumed ancient convergent zone, would then
allow comparisons between adjacent active and
inactive convergent zones. Such drilling on the Lau
Ridge would also provide extension of the detailed
work to be done under the Fiji Platform Field
Project of this programme.

Drilling to determine the nature and age of the
basement underlying the intervening Lau Basin and
in the oceanic crust adjacent to the trench would
then permit a spatial and temporal reconstruction
of the evolution of convergent zones through this.
transect. These are all major objectives as noted in
the Introduction.

Work to be done: It is obvious that the principal
work to be done in this project is the drilling of a
series of deep ocean core holes. The objectives
described above are also the objectives of part of a
longer traverse being considered by the International
Programme of Oceanic Drilling (lPOD).

However, much preliminary work must be done
prior to drilling, part of which is also being con-
sidered by I POD. This includes detailed site surveys
and a broad geophysical network at least 50 km wide
along the transect in order to tie the drilling sites
together and to put them into a reasonable regional
framework.

In addition to the obvious geophysical surveys,.
efforts should be made to collect data from nearby
exposed rocks and to collect bottom samples wherever
possible.

Existing projects: Obviously, this transect is part of
the objectives of a possible IPOD programme of
drilling and related geophysical studies. If selected
by them as a planned project, drilling would begin
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about 1978 and work would be completed in several
months. However, preliminary and important results
would become available as soon as the geophysical
:studies were started.

Recommendations: The Committee strongly recom-
mends to IPOD the importance of the Tonga-Lau
Transects in understanding the geological evolution
{)f the South Pacific and to solving many funda-
mental problems of geology in general.

Field Project 2-7:
Southern Tonga-Kerrnadec Trench Terminus

Benefits: Objectives are to learn about the unique
tectonic environment which controls the termination
of :10 oceanic trench, i.e. passage from an active
ocean-continent boundary into an inactive boundary
along the same trend.

There are fundamental geodynamic problems
related to vertical tectonics and major longitudinal
fracture zones and the problems related to the com-
plete change of associated geophysical characteristics
(gravity anomalies, Benioff Zone). The study of the
structure and deformational history of the adjacent
fold belt may provide evidence for the age of the
formation of the oceanic trench system.

There is undisputed hydrocarbon potential in the
longitudinal fold belt with thick sediments parallel
to trench, both north and south of its termination.
The profound change in structure and tectonic his-
tory of this belt appears associated with the trench
termination. Thus the assessment of this hydrocarbon
potential will greatly benefit from an understanding
of the overall tectonics in the area of the trench
termination.

Work to be done: Detailed bathymetry and multi-
channel seismic reflection profiling, refraction, gravity
and magnetics, and bottom sampling must be done,
particularly over basement highs immediately south
of termination of the trench as well as on the East
Cape Ridge. Also needed are heat flow measure-
ments, some of which have already been obtained
under CCOP/SOPAC project CCSP-l/NZ.2, while
many offshore seismic, magnetic and gravity data are
available from oil company surveys. These are pre-
sently under study by the Geophysics Division and
Geological Survey, DSIR, New Zealand and pre-
liminary compilations of gravity and structural maps
have already been prepared. Extensive geological data
including many drill logs of deep wells drilled for
oil exploration in the adjacent fold belt, provide
valuable additional information already available.

Ties with other objectives of projects: Definition of
Indian-Pacific plate boundary south of Tonga-
Kermadec Trench, and type and location of the
continental margin to the east of New Zealand.

Projects CCSP-l/NZ.2 and 3 (CCOP /SOPAC
Third Session 1974) both cover parts of this project.
Additional work is being carried out, and planned,
by the New Zealand Oceanographic Institute, the
New Zealand Geological Survey, and the Geophysics
Division, DSIR, New Zealand.

Work is presently underway and results are
expected to come forth within the next 1-3 years,
while an overall synthesis should become available
in about 5 years.

Recommendations: We recognize this project as being
of great importance and regional significance, and
strongly encourage the respective New Zealand
Government Institutions and Universities to pursue
it with all possible means.

ANNEX V (3)

PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH

Report of Committee 3: Metalliferous sea floor deposits

FIELD PROJECTS

The Committee on metalliferous sea floor deposits
of the South Pacific recommends that the following
field projects be implemented:

Manganese nodules

Field Project 3-1: Manganese Nodules:
Manihiki Plateau

The plateau should be studied because it is an area
of strong topographic contrast showing high but
variable contents of manganese nodules and crusts.

Study of this region will lead to an evaluation of
the complex factors controlling the distribution of
manganese deposits in a plateau environment (in
particular the role of nucleating agents and bottom
currents) and to the nature of cobalt enrichment
in such regions.

Field Project 3-2: Manganese Nodules:
Ontong Java - Ellice Basin

A transect is needed from the Ontong Java Plateau
to the Ellice Basin, centred at 170oE, 80S. This
would enable a comparison to be made with other
plateau environments such as the Manihiki Plateau.
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The basin lies beneath a high productivity zone which
would enable comparison with nodule areas from the
high productivity zones of the Equatorial North
Pacific. The region is adjacent to volcanic seamounts
and hydrothermal activity associated with fracture
zones.

Field Project 3-3: Manganese Nodules:
Cook I stands - Tuamotu Transect

The transect should be made to enable a detailed
survey of a region of strong topographic contrast
encompassing high (up to 2.23%), but variable,
cobalt contents. The survey area extends across basins
between the Cook Islands Group and the Tuamotu
Archipelago, permitting an evaluation of these basins
as a source of ore-grade nodules. The study would
also enable a comparison to be made with nodule
deposits of the Hawaiian Archipelago.

Field Project 3-4: Manganese Nodules
Marquesas Fracture Zone Transect

A transect is needed crossing the Marquesas Frac-
ture Zone, permitting an investigation of the distri-
bution of manganese nodules and crusts across a
fracture zone. The transect reaches the southern limit
of the equatorial high productivity zone, permitting
a comparison with the high productivity zone of the
Equatorial North Pacific. Nodules with nickel con-
tent as high as 1.90% have been reported from the
region.

Field Project 3-5: Manganese Nodules:
West Limb, East Pacific Rise

A transect is needed at 42°S extending from the
South-western Pacific Basin at 1400W to the axis
of the East Pacific Rise at 112°W. This is an area
of extremely low terrigenous sedimentation due to
the great distance from land. High nodule abundance
(almost complete coverage of the sea floor) has been
recorded in this region. The nickel content of the
nodules varies from 0.7% in the deeper parts of the
basin to 1.5% on the flanks of the Rise. The tran-
sect gives an opportunity to study the change from
a high density nodule province in the basin to a
possible zone of metalliferous sediments on the crest
of the Rise.

Metallogenesis

Field Project 3-6: Metallogenesis:
Platform Kurcko-type deposits

Geoscientists should survey platform regions
around island arcs in an attempt to locate potential
massive sulphide deposits in pyroclastic sediments
(Kuroko-type deposits). Such areas may include the
region north of Vanua Levu (Fiji) and Efate and
Epi (New Hebrides).

Field Project 3-7: Metallogenesis:
Submarine volcanoes

Geoscientists should survey active submarine vol-
canoes around island arcs in order to examine the

effects of submarine discharges. This investigation
should include chemical studies of rocks, sediments
and bottom waters associated with volcanism.
Examples of such regions include Kavachi and Cook
volcanoes off the Solomon Islands and Epi, Ero-
manga, Ambrim and Tana off the New Hebrides.

Field Project 3-8: Metallogenesis:
Vella Lavella Graben, Solomon Islands

Geoscientists should study metal dispersions in
marine sediments around the Vella Lavella Graben,
extending several kilometres offshore. This project
will involve a consideration of the relation between
heat flow and chemical characteristics of the sedi-
ments.

Field Project 3-9: Metallogenesis:
Shallow water bauxites

Geoscientists should survey the shallow water
bauxites forming in the vicinity of andesite volcanoes
such as these found at Waghina and in the New
Georgia group in the Solomon Islands. The bauxites
contain over 40% A120a as gibbsite and are of
possible economic value.

Field Project 3-10: Metallogenesis:
Geothermal fluids

Geoscientists should investigate geothermal fluids
to examine their role in metallogenesis, especially
that of porphyry copper deposits. Regions to be sur-
veyed could include Vella Lavella and Guadalcanal.
The surveys should include isotopic studies (e.g.
deuterium and oxygen isotopes) as well as inorganic
species.

Metalliferous sediments

Field Project 3-11: Metalliferous Sediments:
Focal points

Regions for particular emphasis in studies of metal-
liferous sediments are the Lau Basin, Wood lark
Basin, Solomon Basin, Bismarck Basin, and North
Fiji Basin.

COMPILATIONS

The Committee on metalliferous sea floor deposits
in the South Pacific recommends that the following
regional compilations be made.

Compilation Project 3-12:
Existing data

The CCOP/SOPAC Technical Secretariat should
compile all data on heat flow, core location, sedi-
ment mineralogy and chemistry, and pertinent geo-
physical data. The data base of all relevant nations
should be consulted.

Compilation Project 3-13:
Sediment analysis of existing samples

A small group of specialist scientists with exper-
tise in the area of metalliferous sediments as well as
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knowledge of the tectonics of the region be formed characteristics (e.g. size distribution, weight, water
which would evaluate the compiled data base. This content) and chemical composition of nodules is
group would examine samples which, although they essential for both a fundamental understanding of
have been collected, have not been completely nodules as well as their potential for resource
analyzed. This evaluation would identify key areas exploitation.
where appropriate analysis of existing samples could. .
be beneficial to our understanding of the area or Requirements for manganese nodule studies
recommend which area or areas might be suitable Although several companies have conducted
for further sampling or the initiation of a metal- regional surveys for manganese nodules in the South
liferous sediment programme. Pacific, all have apparently opted to concentrate their

future efforts on North Pacific areas. In order to
Compilation Project 3-14: attract commercial activities into the South Pacific

Existing data on manganese nodules it seems necessary for scientific investigations to show'
A small group of specialist scientists should be the possible existence of deposits which might rival

formed to communicate co-ordinate and organize those to the north. This can only be accomplished
research activities of the Manganese Nodule Project. by what amounts to prospecting promising regions
These scientists should continue compilation of data and providing industry with data which can be used
for upgrading of existing charts and atlases on nodule to evaluate an area and, if warranted, justify expendi-
fields and properties. This should also extend to ture of funds for survey work in the region.
compilation of data on underlying sediment chemis- A comparison of data generally collected by scien-
try. Also included is the evaluation and analysis of tific cruises researching the origin of nodules and
samples available and not previously described. industrial surveys aimed at obtaining information

related to commercial exploitation reflects, in many
IJISCUSSION BACKGROUND AND RESOURCE cases, the different purposes for which it is to be

, POTENTIAL used. If it is the intent of future cruises to provide
industry with the required information, it is recom-

Manganese nodules mended that provision be made for modifying tech-
niques in order to develop the following data:

Present knowledge of manganese nodules suggests
that prediction can be made with respect to occur- Regional prospecting or ore reconnaissance
renee and metal content. The South Pacific Ocean Multiple sampling and analyses of nodules from
provides an excellent setting to test many of the single sites.
theories of nodule origin. Testing of the theories Estimates of nodule abundance.
will simultaneously yield data on the genesis and Bathymetry using narrow beam echo sounding.
resource potential of nodules occurring in the South ..
Pacific. Field work will be carried out in areas Survey~ of. promtsmg areas
where no nodule data now exist as well as in areas Continuity of nodule grade over an area.
where considerable information is available. . Nodule size distrib~llion and physi~al properties

Several factors which must be evaluated as they (Imp~rtant .to t.he design of nodule mInIng systems
relate to nodule occurrence and composition are: and In estimanng nodule abundance from bottom

.. photographs) .
(I) Sediment accumulation rates, Nodule/sediment relationships (for design of pick-
(2) Bottom current velocities (erosion), up system).
(3) Availability of potential nuclei, Sediment properties (trafficability).
(4) Input of metals by surface water biotic pro- Bathymetry and obstacles (for estimating mineable

cesses, areas and development of mining plan).
(5) Tectonic setting, Nodule ab.undance a~d continuity of popul.ation.

. Nodule mineralogy (Important for evaluating pro-
(6) Nature and age of deposit substrata. cessing techniques).

There are specific regions in the South Pacific Determination of accessory gangue material such
where these five factors can be evaluated, compared as volcanic debris within the total sample, the nodule,
and/or contrasted either amongst themselves or with and the sediment.
other more thoroughly studied regions such as the . .
North-eastern Equatorial Pacific and Indian Oceans. Prospects for exploitation of manganese nodules

Sampling programmes will be designed to provide An attempt has been made to evaluate the contri-
the necessary specimens of: bution that manganese nodules are likely to make
(I) Nodules. to the world supply of the metals they contain. The
(2) Sediments. pace ~nd extent to w~ich ~anganese nodules will be

. . . exploited depends primarily on four factors: tech-
(3) Bottom and Interstitial waters. nological research and development, the economics

All stations will be carried out using standardized of both deep-sea mining operations and world metal
sea-going and laboratory techniques to ensure internal markets, the extent of the resources and reserves,
consistency and comparability in quantifying the and the legal regime that will apply to the areas in
resulting data. Determination of abundance, physical which the nodules occur.
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The main outstanding technological problem is the
mining (that is, nodule recovery) system. There is
reason to believe that this problem will be solved
provided that there is an incentive to invest the
major capital needed for the further research and
development programmes.

As far as can be inferred from the information
available, the cost of recovering nickel from deep-
sea manganese nodule deposits is likely to be com-
parable to that of recovering nickel from medium-
cost nickeliferous laterites. The scale of manganese
nodule mining will be dictated by the extent to
which they help to meet the predicted increase in
world demand for nickel. Nodules will contribute
only a very small proportion of the copper likely to
be needed in the future. The role of cobalt and
manganese may be larger.

Despite the very inadequate published data, it is
possible to identify "prime areas" in which the aver-
age grade and abundance of nodules is higher than
elsewhere. It was suggested that in all oceans there
may be a total of about 7 million square kilometres
of prime area. Perhaps two-thirds of this prime area
contains nodules with more than 2.25% combined
nickel and copper and as little as one-third may
have an average abundance of 10 wet kg/rn", Very
tentatively, it is suggested that only about 20% of
the prime "rea may contain both the necessary grade
and abundance, leading to the possibility that the
maximum mine site area may be only about 1.5
million km-, It is emphasized, however, that other
criteria must also be met. The number of mine sites
capable of supporting a 3 million tonnes (dry) a
year operation for 20 to 25 years might therefore be
between about 30 and 50. Recoverable potential
reserves of copper, nickel, cobalt and manganese
in these sites would be of the same order of magni-
tude as the known reserves on land.

Metalliferous sediments
Background

Metalliferous sediments are characterized by
anomalously high concentrations of Fe, Mn, and
some other transition metals and anomalously low
concentrations of aluminium compared to typical
pelagic sediments. These sediments are presently
found on active spreading centres, with perhaps the
best examples being the sediments underlying the
hot brines of the Red Sea and the sediments found
near the crest of the East Pacific Rise. They also
occur in the fossil record as the basal sediments
directly overlying basement in many Deep Sea Drill-
ing Project sites and as the metal-rich sediments
overlying basaltic portions of some ophiolite
sequences, such as the ochres and umbers of the
Troodos deposit.

The observation that these sediments are associated
with spreading centres and volcanism led some time
ago to the suggestion that these deposits were the
result of volcanic exhalations. There is a growing
body of data that suggests the mechanism of enrich-
ment of metals in these sediments can be more

precisely stated as the result of circulation ot sea
water through cooling submarine basalts. The
evidence for sea water hydrothermal systems is geo-
physical, chemical, and isotopic, as well as experi-
mental, and these systems are now thought to be
the main mechanism for removing heat from the
cooling lithosphere, leaching metals from the crust,
and an important means of altering oceanic rocks.
When hot, metal-laden sea water enters normal,
oxygenated bottom water, Fe and Mn hydroxides and
oxides form, and a variety of minor metals are
coprccipitated in the process. With this model in
mind, the distribution of metalliferous sediments can
be viewed as revealing the effects of water hydro-
thermal systems.

On the Nazca Plate for example, there are two
majer regions where metalliferous sediments are
accumulating today:
(I) near the crest of the East Pacific Rise and
(2) within the Bauer Deep, a basin which lies

between the now extinct Galapagos Rise and
the East Pacific Rise.

The East Pacific Rise deposits lie above the car-
bonate compensation depth and are therefore diluted
with varying "mount of biogenous carbonate. The
Bauer Deep deposits lie below the carbonate com-
pensation depth and consequently, contain no bio-
genic carbonate. In addition there are other distinct
chemical and mineralogical differences between the
two deposits. The Bauer Deep deposits contain
higher concentrates of Ni, Co, Ba, Al and rare
earth elements compared to the East Pacific Rise
deposits, which are relatively enriched in Fe, Cu,
and Zn. The East Pacific Rise sediments are domin-
ated by X-ray amorphous iron hydroxides, while
Bauer Deep sediments contain abundant iron-rich
smectite.

It is clear that the East Pacific Rise deposits are
hydrothermal deposits linked to the volcanism along
the spreading centre. The origin of the Bauer Deep
sediments, however, is not as clear since these
deposits do not occur in an area of known present-
day volcanism. While it is possible that local volcanic
sources of sediment exist within the Bauer Deep,
the low accumulation rate of metals measured within
this region and the distinctive composition can be
explained by transport of some metalliferous com-
ponents from the East Pacific Rise accompanied by
the addition of some authigenic precipitation of
minor elements from sea water. Because the Bauer
Deep is a deep basin, relatively close to a spreading
centre and in a region of very low detrital and bio-
genic deposition, the conditions of formation of this
type of deposit may be rather rare. The degree of
enrichment of the East Pacific Rise deposits is
probably linked to the fact that this region has
the most rapid spreading rate in the world and
dilution of hydrothermally produced sediments by
detrital and biogenous sediments is relatively low.

South Pacific
Good scientific reasons exist for studying metal-

logenesis associated 'with submarine hydrothermal
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activity within the marginal basins. This environ- Metallogenesis and ore formation
ment was probably the locus for formation of many
of the metalliferous sediments and massive sulphide The genesis of ore deposits in island arc areas
deposits associated with abducted ophiolite deposits depends on the composition of source-rocks and the
and it is likely that these deposits are being formed remobilization of heavy metals by hydrothermal and
at present within t.he inter-arc basins of the South- partial melting processes. Processes of formation of
west Pacific. Important differences may exist between ore deposits in island arc terranes (e.g. japan) have
the processes forming the metalliferous sediments in been deduced from detailed geological mapping and
these dep?sits comp.ared to the processes form!ng geochemical processes inferred to have taken place
the metalliferous sediments on open-ocean spreading in submarine and fumerolic environments. The South
?entres ", For example, the product.i~n ~f local reduc- Pacific region provides a unique setting for studying
mg environments, due to the utilization of oxygen present-day mineral-forming processes which are only
by the hydrothermal system, may be more probable '" .
in th . l basi Thi Id I d to the forma recorded elsewhere In the world In the stratigraphicIn e rnargina asms, IS cou ea -. . ,
tion of sulphide phases not found in mid-ocean columns. FIeld w~rk re~ommended In specific areas
ridge metalliferous sediments and to different pro- of th~ South Pacific :-V11l greatly extend .our under-
cesses of ccncentrating metals. standing of geochemical processes leading to the

With the existing data base, however, it is not clear formation of economic deposits of manganese, cop-
which areas in the region might be most profitable per, and perhaps zinc, nickel and cobalt.
for study. Some justification exists for believing In the vicinity of present day island arc chains in
marine hydrothermal systems presently exist within the Solomon Islands and New Hebrides Islands,
the Lau Basin, the Fiji Plateau and the Woodlark oceanic lithosphere carrying significant concentra-
Basin. Other regions of known submarine volcanism tions of dispersed heavy metals is subducted and
such as those in the Solomon Islands and Tonga- partially melted at great depths in the earth. Heavy
Kermadec Ridge may also have associated hydro- metals from the oceanic lithosphere or overlying
thermal systems. It is. the vie~ of t~is Committ.ee, mantle are transported in magma or hydrothermal
how~ver, that substantial questIons, ~XISt as to which fluids towards the earth's surface through calc-
specific areas are the most prormsing for research alkaline and andesit.ic strato-volcanoes. Here com-
~t this time. Fo: example, some of the suggested plex chemical processes involving leaching of the
inter-arc spreading centres cannot clearly be . h h h b
d I· d b h '1 bl d d Ith h h heavy metals by seawater seeping t roug t e su -e meate y t e avat a e ata, an a oug eat-. .. . h
fl d . '1 bl th t ti manne volcanic pile take place, leading to t eow ata IS avat a e, ere are no sys ema IC com- ... .
'1 ti f th ti . AI hil precrpttatron of manganese, Iron and copper nearpr a Ions or e en Ire regron. so, w I e some . .

coring and sediment composition data exist for the surface. Th~re are several specific places ~n the
the region, these data should be re-evaluated in light South-west Pacific where these late-stage mlne~al-
of what is presently known about marine metallifer- forming processes may be observed and studied
ous sediments. directly.
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